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Abstract
Using localization technique, we calculate the partition function and the expec-
tation value of Wilson loop operator in Chen-Simons theory on general lens spaces
L(p, q) (including S2 × S1). Our results are consistent with known results.
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1 Introduction
Some exact results on quantum field theories with fermionic symmetries can be derived
using localization method. In [1], the method is applied to supersymmetric Wilson loop
operators in N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory and confirmed the conjecture
by Erickson-Semenoff-Zarembo [2] and Drukker-Gross [3]. Recently exact results for su-
persymmetric Chern-Simons theories on three sphere S3 are derived using localization
technique [4]. They obtain exact expression for partition function and expectation value
of a supersymmetric Wilson loop in terms of matrix integral. As one application of their
results, they reproduce the known results for partition function and Wilson loop expec-
tation value in pure Chern-Simons theory on S3.
In this paper, we apply the same localization method used in [1, 4] to N = 2 super-
symmetric Chern-Simons theories defined on lens spaces L(p, q) (p, q are coprime). We
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concentrate on the case with no matter, in which the theory reduces to pure Chern-Simons
theory after integrating out auxiliary fields. Chern-Simons theory on lens spaces is stud-
ied in several contexts of physics, for example see [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Lens spaces L(p, q) can
be constructed by gluing two solid tori D × S1 together such that (1, 0) cycle of the first
one is identified with (q, p) cycle of the second. Here (1, 0) cycle denotes the contractible
cycle in solid torus and (0, 1) denotes the other one. For example L(0, 1) = S2 × S1 and
L(1, 0) = S3. This description for lens spaces is somewhat redundant, i.e.
L(p, q) = L(p, q′), if qq′ = ±1 (mod p) or q = ±q′ (mod p). (1.1)
Here the equality means a homeomorphism of manifolds. This kind of ‘surgery’ can be
generalized to construct more general three-manifolds. From this surgery description for
3-manifolds, one can compute invariants (partition function and Wilson loop expectation
value) of Chern-Simons theory on the spaces using its relation to two dimensional confor-
mal field theory [10]. It is found that the partition function of Chern-Simons theory on
Seifert manifolds can be expressed as matrix integral [5].
The organization of this paper is as follows: in section 2, we give brief review on
relevant backgrounds. We explicitly write down the matrix integral formula for the par-
tition function of Chern-Simons theory on L(p, q) and Wilson loop expectation values on
L(p,−1). We review N = 2 Chern-Simons theory on general Riemannian 3-manifolds
and the localization method used in [1, 4]. In section 3 and 4, we calculate the partition
function and the expectation value of Wilson loop operator in Chern-Simons theory on
L(p, q) using the localization and find exact matches with the known results. In section
5, we discuss further studies and difficulties of generalizing our methods to more gen-
eral manifolds. Finally, appendices collect some useful results on spectrum of differential
operators on three sphere and on monopole harmonics on two sphere.
2 Reviews
2.1 Chern-Simons theory on lens spaces
Consider a Chern-Simons theory with gauge group G.
S[A] =
k
4π
∫
d3xTr
(
ǫµνρ(Aµ∂νAρ +
2i
3
AµAνAρ)
)
. (2.1)
The theory can be defined on any three dimensional manifold M . We concentrate on the
case M = L(p, q). We will consider L(0, 1) = S2 × S1 case and other lens space cases
separately. For S2×S1 case, the partition function and the expectation value for a Wilson
3
loop is given by [10]
ZS
2×S1(k) = 1, 〈WR(CS1)〉 = δR,0. (2.2)
Here CS1 denote a loop along the S
1 in the S2×S1. R denotes a integrable representation
in the current algebra for the gauge group G at level k. For given k, there are only
finite number of integrable representations. When G = SU(2), representations with spin
s = 0, 1
2
, . . . , k
2
are integrable. For general SU(N) case, integral representations at level k
are explained in section 3. A Wilson loop operator along a closed curve C is defined as
WR(C) = TrRP exp(i
∮
C
dτAµx˙
µ). (2.3)
Here P denote the usual path-ordering operator. For other lens spaces L(p, q), the parti-
tion function with gauge group U(N) is given by [11] (ignoring overall factor which does
not depends on k)
ZL(p,q)(k) =
∑
m
ZL(p,q)(kˆ, m) with kˆ := k +N,
ZL(p,q)(kˆ, m) =
1
(pkˆ)N/2
e
iπ
kˆ
N(N2−1)s(q,p)ei
πkˆq
p
|m|2 ∑
ω,ω˜∈SN
e
2πi
pkˆ
ω(ρ)·ρ− 2πi
p
ω˜(m)·(qρ+ω(ρ))
. (2.4)
Here ρ is the Weyl vector of U(N), ρi =
N−2i+1
2
, and {mi} label flat gauge connections of
the theory which will be explained in section 4. SN denote the permutation group with
N elements and |m|2 :=∑Ni=1m2i . Dedekind sum s(p, q) is defined as
s(q, p) =
1
4p
p−1∑
j=1
cot
πj
p
cot
πqj
p
. (2.5)
Following the procedure described in the section 3 of [8], we obtain
ei
πkˆq
p
|m|2 ∑
ω,ω˜∈SN
e
2πi
pkˆ
ω(ρ)·ρ− 2πi
p
ω˜(m)·(qρ+ω(ρ))
= (−1)N2/2(−ipkˆ)N/2e πi6pkˆN(N2−1)eπikˆ(q+1)p |m|2
×
∫
dNxe−ikˆpπ|x|
2+2πkˆm·x∏
α>0
4 sinh[πα · x] sinh[πα · (x+ i(q + 1)
p
m)],
= (−1)N2/2+N (−ipkˆ)N/2e πi6pkˆN(N2−1)
×
∫
dNxe−ikˆpπ|x|
2+iπkˆq
p
|m|2 ∏
α>0
4 sinh[πα · (x+ i
p
m)] sinh[πα · (x− iq
p
m)] (2.6)
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In the last line we change the variables xi → −(xi− ipmi). Here α > 0 denote the positive
roots of U(N) and diagonal matrices x = diagonal(x1 . . . xN ) andm = diagonal(m1 . . .mN )
are considered as the Cartan subalgebra of U(N). Dropping all the k independent factors,
the partition function becomes (we also ignore the framing dependent phase factor)
ZL(p,q)(kˆ, m) =
∫
dNxe−ikˆπ(p|x|
2− q
p
|m|2)∏
α>0
sinh[πα · (x+ i
p
m)] sinh[πα · (x− iq
p
m)].
(2.7)
We consider a Wilson loop along a loop Cp,q in L(p, q) which corresponds to the gener-
ator (or its inverse) of the fundamental group π1(L(p, q)) = Zp. See section 4.1 for its
explicit form. For q = −1, the expectation value of the Wilson loop is given by following
integration (see section 3.1 in [12])
〈WR(Cp,q=−1)〉 = 1
ZL(p,−1)
∑
m
∫
dNxe−ikˆπ(p|x|
2+ 1
p
|m|2)TrR exp[2π(x+
i
p
m)]
∏
α>0
sinh[πα · (x+ i
p
m)]2.
(2.8)
In section 3 and 4, we will rederive (2.2),(2.4),(2.7) and (2.8) using localization.
2.2 N = 2 Supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory on Rieman-
nian three-manifolds
In this paper we are considering N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory with gauge
group G defined on Riemannian three-manifold M . To compare with the pure Chern-
Simons theory, we will concentrate on the case with no matter (chiral multiplet). The
action for the theory is [4, 13] (we follow the convention in [4])
S =
k
4π
∫
M
d3xTr
(
ǫµνρ(Aµ∂νAρ +
2i
3
AµAνAρ)
)
+
k
4π
∫
M
d3x
√
gTr(−λ†λ+ 2Dσ). (2.9)
Due to the gauge invariance, k is integer-valued (we assume k ≥ 0). If we integrate out the
auxiliary fields (σ,D, λ), it reduces to pure Chern-Simons theory. The action is invariant
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under the following supersymmetric variation.
δAµ =
i
2
(η†γµλ− λ†γµǫ),
δσ = −1
2
(η†λ+ λ†ǫ),
δD =
i
2
(η†γµ(Dµλ)− (Dµλ†)γµǫ)− i
2
(η†[λ, σ]− [λ†, σ]ǫ) + i
6
(∇µη†γµλ− λ†γµ∇µǫ),
δλ = (−1
2
γµνFµν −D + iγµDµσ)ǫ+ 2i
3
σγµ∇µǫ,
δλ† = η†(
1
2
γµνFµν −D − iγµDµσ)− 2i
3
σ∇µη†γµ. (2.10)
Here ǫ and η are arbitrary 2-component complex spinors. We will consider the following
supersymmetric Wilson loop along a closed curve C,
WR(C) = TrRP exp
( ∮
C
dτ(iAµx˙
µ + σ|x˙|)). (2.11)
Here P denote the usual path-ordering operator. Note that after integrating out the
auxiliary scalar fields, this operator becomes usual Wilson loop operator in pure Chern-
Simons theory (2.3). The variation of this Wilson loop under the supersymmetry (2.10)
is proportional to
δW ∝ −η†(γµx˙µ + |x˙|)λ+ λ†(γµx˙µ − |x˙|)ǫ. (2.12)
For only certain loops C, the Wilson loop operator is invariant under the some supersym-
metries.
2.3 Localization method
In section 3 and 4, we will use the localization method in [1, 4]. Before that we will briefly
summarize the method. Consider a quantum field theory with fermionic symmetry δ.
S[Φi] =
∫
L[Φi], δS = 0, δ(
∏
DΦ) = 0. (2.13)
Here Φi denote the (fermionic or bosonic) fields in the theory and DΦ is the path-integral
measure. Consider an operator O[Φi] which is invariant under the δ, δO[Φi] = 0. Suppose
that we deform the Lagrangian by adding a term tδV [Φi], which satisfies∫
δ2V = 0 and (δV )bosonic ≥ 0. (2.14)
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Then one can argue that the partition function (Z) does not depend on t.
d
dt
∫
DΦei
∫
(L[Φi]+tδV [Φi]) =
∫
DΦδ(i
∫
V [Φi]ei
∫
L[Φi]+tδV [Φi]) = 0. (2.15)
Similar argument holds for the expectation value 〈O〉 of the operator O. Thus we can
take t to be very large and the dominant contribution to the path integral will come from
saddle points Φ0, which satisfy δV (Φ0) = 0. We expand the deformed action (L + tδV )
and operator O around the saddle points (Φ→ Φ0 + 1√tΦ).
L[Φ] + tδV [Φ]→ L[Φ0] + δV2[Φ; Φ0] + o( 1√
t
), O[Φ] = O[Φ0] + o(
1√
t
). (2.16)
Here δV2 denote the quadratic expansion of δV in Φ. If we take t → ∞ limit, the path
integral is simplified as
Z =
∫
dΦ0e
iS[Φ0](
∫
DΦei
∫
δV2[Φ;Φ0]) :=
∫
dΦ0e
iS0Z1−loop[Φ0],
〈O〉 = 1
Z
∫
dΦ0e
iS0Z1−loop[Φ0]O[Φ0]. (2.17)
Thus the path integral is localized to the integration over saddle points Φ0.
3 Localization : L(0, 1) = S2 × S1 case
In this section, we consider a Chern-Simons theory on S2 × S1 with gauge group G.
We assume that the group G is path-connected. Then the set of inequivalent principal
G-bundles over the manifold is in one-to-one correspondence with the element of π1(G).
There are some subtlety when considering gauge connection in non-trivial G-bundle. A
gauge connection(adjoint scalar) in the non-trivial bundle can’t be represented by a Lie
algebra valued one form(scalar) and the action (2.9) does not make sense. To avoid the
problem we only consider a simply connected gauge group G. In particular, we choose
G = SU(N).
3.1 Killing spinor and Supersymmetric Wilson loop
We choose a metric of S2 × S1 as
ds2S2×S1 = dθ
2 + sin2 θdφ2 + dψ2. (3.1)
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Here θ, φ are the usual spherical coordinates and ψ parameterizes the S1, ψ ∼ ψ + 2π.
Some of Killing spinors in the orthonormal frame {dθ, sin θdφ, dψ} are given by
ǫ = eψ/2
(
1 0
0 −i
)
· exp( i
2
θγ1) · exp( i
2
φγ3) · ǫ0,
ǫ† = e−ψ/2
(
1 0
0 i
)
· exp(− i
2
θγ1) · exp(− i
2
φγ3) · ǫ∗0, (3.2)
for constant ǫ0. These Killing spinors satisfy
∇µǫ = 1
2
γµγ3ǫ, ∇µǫ† = −1
2
ǫ†γµγ3. (3.3)
We choose the gamma matrices as Pauli matrices γi = σi. We impose the following
boundary condition for spinors
λ(ψ = π) = exp(π)λ(ψ = −π),
λ†(ψ = π) = exp(−π)λ†(ψ = −π). (3.4)
Since fermion fields are auxiliary, boundary condition for them has no physical mean-
ing and one can impose any consistent boundary condition on them. In Eulidean space
fermion fields λ and λ† is treated as independent ones. We choose this boundary con-
dition because the Killing spinors (3.2), which play crucial role in localization, satisfy
this. Under the boundary condition bosonic bilinears (λ†γµ1 . . . γµnλ) satisfy the periodic
boundary condition, which is necessary for the theory to be invariant under the fermionic
transformation.
Consider the supersymmety transformation (2.10) generated by η† = 0, and ǫ=(Killing
spinor).
δAµ = − i
2
λ†γµǫ, δσ = −1
2
λ†ǫ, δλ = −1
2
γµνFµνǫ−Dǫ+ iγµDµσǫ+ iσγ3ǫ,
δD = − i
2
Dµλ
†γµǫ+
i
2
[λ†, σ]ǫ− i
4
λ†γ3ǫ. (3.5)
We particularly choose ǫ as the Killing spinor (3.2) with ǫ0 = (1, 0). Then it satisfies
ǫ†ǫ = 1, vµγµǫ = ǫ, v
µvµ = 1, v
µ∂µ = sin θ
∂
∂θ
+ cos θ
∂
∂ψ
, (3.6)
where vµ := ǫ†γµǫ. From (2.12) it can be shown that the Wilson loop along the integral
curve of vµ preserves the supersymmetry. One simple integral curve of vµ is CS1 which
wraps the S1 and located at θ = 0.
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3.2 Deformation and Saddle points
We choose a fermionic variation δ generated by the Killing spinor considered in the pre-
vious section. We deform the action by adding a term
δV = δTr
(
(δλ)†λ
)
. (3.7)
Following the similar calculation in [4], we obtain the following expression.
δV = Tr(
1
2
FµνF
µν +D2 +DµσD
µσ + σ2 − ǫµν3Fµνσ − iDµλ†γµλ+ i[λ†, σ]λ− i
2
λ†γ3λ).
(3.8)
One can check that δ2V = 0 up to total divergences. Saddle points are determined by the
equation δλ = 0. That is
− 1
2
γµνFµν −D + iγµDµσ + iσγ3 = 0,
⇒ 1
2
ǫµαβF
αβ = Dµσ + δ3,µσ, D = 0. (3.9)
These equations are solved by
A = a(m) + h0dψ, σ =
m
2
, D = 0, (3.10)
for two commutating (traceless) hermitian matricesm and h0. Here h0 represent holonomy
along S1, Aψ = h0 with g(h0) := exp(2πih0) ∈ SU(N). a(m) represents a solution of
Yang-Mills equation for SU(N) gauge theory on S2, which is a dirac monopole with
charges m ∈ su(N). Using the gauge symmetry, we choose both of m and h0 as diagonal
matrices.
m = diagonal{m1, . . . , mN}, h0 = diagonal{x1, . . . , xN},
∑
i
mi =
∑
i
xi = 0. (3.11)
Explicit form of the monopole solution is given as
a(m) = −m
2
(cos θ − 1)dφ on the upper hemi-sphere,
= −m
2
(cos θ + 1)dφ on the lower hemi-sphere. (3.12)
Two local gauge potentials are glued together with the transition function g = eimφ and all
the adjoint fields are understood as sections of the associated bundle.1 Due to the Dirac
1Since there is only one SU(N) principal bundle over S2 × S1, which is trivial bundle, the bundle
determined by g = eimφ is actually equivalent to the trivial bundle with g = 1. It means that the gauge
potential of the dirac monopole can be written as (globally defined) su(N) valued 1-form under a proper
local gauge transformation.
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quantization, mi are integers and using the residual gauge symmetry, we may choose
m1 ≥ m2 · · · ≥ mN . After taking into account the quantum shift of the Chern-Simons
level k → kˆ := k +N , the classical action (2.9) for these saddle points (3.10) labeled by
(m, h0) is
2
S0[m, h0] = 2πkˆTr(mh0). (3.13)
The classical value of the supersymmetric Wilson loop along CS1 is
WR(CS1)[m, h0] = TrR exp(2πih0 + πm). (3.14)
3.3 1-loop determinant
Expanding δV around the saddle points as in (2.16), we obtain (after dropping out overall
trace and ignoring total divergence terms and integrating out an auxiliary field D)
δV2 = (D¯1A2 − D¯2A1)2 + (∂3Ai)2 − 1
4
[Ai, m]
2 + D¯iσD¯iσ + (∂3σ)
2 + σ2 − 2σ(D¯1A2 − D¯2A1)
+ (D¯iφ)
2 − 1
4
[φ,m]2 − i∂3σ[φ,m] + iλ†γiD¯iλ+ iλ†γ3∂3λ+ i[λ†, σ]λ− i
2
λ†γ3λ. (3.15)
Here i, j = 1, 2 indices represent the vielbein indices of the S2 and 3 represent the S1. φ
denote the 3rd component of gauge field, φ = Aψ. Effect of holonomy along the S
1, h0dψ,
is absorbed by redefining adjoint fields, Φ→ e−ih0ψΦeih0ψ.
∂3Φ + i[h0,Φ]→ e−ih0ψ∂3Φeih0ψ. (3.16)
δV2 in (3.15) is expressed in terms of newly defined fields and they satisfy following twisted
boundary conditions.
Φ(xi, ψ = π) = e2πih0Φ(xi, ψ = −π)e−2πih0 , for bosonic fields,
Φ(xi, ψ = π) = e2πih0e±πΦ(xi, ψ = −π)e−2πih0 , for λ(plus sign) or λ†(minus). (3.17)
In (3.15), we choose the Coulomb (monopole) background gauge.
D¯iA
i = 0. (3.18)
D¯i represent the covariant derivative on S
2 with the monopole background. The corre-
sponding Faddeev-Popov determinant is det D¯iD¯
i. As explained in the appendix B of
2We have to be careful in calculating the classical action (2.9), which is only well defined when a gauge
field is a Lie algebra valued 1-form. For more general connection A, Chern-Simons part of the action can
be defined as k
4pi
∫
M
TrF ∧ F where ∂M = S2 × S1.
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[14], the Coulomb gauge does not fix all the gauge redundance and the determinant for
the residual gauge is given by
△(m, h0) =
∏
i<j;mi=mj
[sin(π(xi − xj))]2, (3.19)
up to overall factor. Note that this is nothing but the Haar measure on the broken
symmetry group H(m) ∈ SU(N) by the magnetic monopole with charge m, [H(m), m] =
0. We decompose all the adjoint fields Φ by Φ = Φ0 + ΦαXα, where Φ0 represent the
Cartan subalgebra part andXα are representatives of the root space of SU(N). We choose
the Cartan subalgebra h as diagonal traceless hermitian matrices. Xα satisfies
Tr(XαXβ) = δα,−β , [h0, Xα] = α(h0)Xα, h0 ∈ h. (3.20)
Since the Cartan part Φ0 does not coupled to (m, h0) in (3.10), we will ignore it. For
other fields Φα, the effective monopole charge is q := 1
2
α(m)3 and the twisted boundary
conditions (3.17) become
Φα(ψ = π) = e2πiα(h0)Φα(ψ = −π), for bosonic fields,
Φα(ψ = π) = e2πiα(h0)e±πΦα(ψ = −π), for λ(plus sign) or λ†(minus). (3.21)
We expand bosonic fields in terms of monopole harmonics with charge q = 1
2
α(m).
Aαi (x
i, ψ) =
∑
n,j,m
anjm~Vqjm(x
i)
1√
2π
ei(n+α(h0))ψ,
σα(xi, ψ) =
∑
n,j,m
σnjmYqjm(x
i)
1√
2π
ei(n+α(h0))ψ,
φα(xi, ψ) =
∑
n,j,m
σnjmYqjm(x
i)
1√
2π
ei(n+α(h0))ψ. (3.22)
Here ~Vqjm and Yqjm are (divergenceless) vector and scalar monopole harmonics as ex-
plained in Appendix B. See (B.1),(B.8) for its properties. For j ≥ |q| + 1, the 1-loop
determinant coming from these bosonic fields are
∞∏
j=|q|+1
det


κ2qj + q
2 + (n+ α(h0))
2 κqj 0
κqj j(j + 1)− q2 + (n+ α(h0))2 + 1 (n + α(h0))q
0 (n+ α(h0))q j(j + 1)


2j+1
=
∞∏
j=|q|+1
([j2 + (n+ α(h0))
2][(j + 1)2 + (n+ α(h0))
2][j(j + 1)− q2])2j+1. (3.23)
3q in this section is nothing to do with q in L(p, q).
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For j = |q| (in this case ~Vqjm is absent),
det
(
|q|+ (n+ α(h0))2 + 1 (n+ α(h0))q
(n + α(h0))q |q|(|q|+ 1)
)2|q|+1
=
(|q|[(|q|+ 1)2 + (n+ α(h0))2])2|q|+1.
(3.24)
For j = |q| − 1 (this is only possible when |q| ≥ 1 and Yqjm is absent),
(q2 + (n + α(h0))
2)2|q|−1. (3.25)
Gathering all (including ghost contribution det D¯iD¯
i =
∏∞
j=|q|(j(j + 1) − q2)2j+1), the
bosonic 1-loop determinant is
Zbos1−loop[m, h0] =
∏
α,n
B[q =
1
2
α(m), n, h0]
− 1
2 , (3.26)
where B[q, n, h0] is defined by
B[q, n, h0] := [q
2 + (n+ α(h0))
2]2|q|−1
∞∏
j=|q|+1
[j2 + (n + α(h0))
2]4j , for |q| ≥ 1,
:=
∞∏
j=|q|+1
[j2 + (n+ α(h0))
2]4j , for |q| < 1. (3.27)
We expand fermion fields λα in terms of monopole spinor with q = 1
2
α(m).
λα =
∑
n,j,m,ǫ=±
λǫqjmΨ
ǫ
qjm(x
i)
1√
2π
ei(n+α(h0))ψ +
∑
n,m
λ0nmΨ
0
qjm(x
i)
1√
2π
ei(n+α(h0))ψ. (3.28)
λ† is expanded in the same way. Here Ψǫqjm are eigenspinors of Dirac operator in a
monopole background whose properties are summarized in (B.10) and (B.11). For j ≥
|q|+ 1
2
, one loop determinant from fermion interaction is
∞∏
j=|q|+ 1
2
det
(
µjq + iq −(n + α(h0))
−(n + α(h0)) −µjq + iq
)
=
∞∏
j=|q|+1
(−j2 − (n+ α(h0))2)2j (3.29)
For j = |q| − 1
2
(this is only possible when |q| ≥ 1
2
), the one-loop contribution is
[iq + (n + α(h0))sign(q)]
2|q|. (3.30)
Gathering all, the fermionic 1-loop determinant is
Zfer1−loop[m, h0] =
∏
α,n
F [q =
1
2
α(m), n, h0],
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where F [q, n, h0] is given by
F [q, n, h0] := [q
2 + (n+ α(h0))
2]|q|
∞∏
j=|q|+1
[j2 + (n+ α(h0))
2]2j , for |q| ≥ 1
2
:=
∞∏
j=|q|+1
[j2 + (n+ α(h0))
2]2j, for q = 0. (3.31)
Thus 1-loop determinant is
Z1−loop[m, h0] =
∏
α,n
B[q =
1
2
α(m), n, h0]
− 1
2F [q =
1
2
α(m), n, h0],
=
∏
α,n;α(m)6=0
[
α(m)2
4
+ (n+ α(h0))
2]1/2,
=
∏
α>0;α(m)6=0
[(
∞∏
n=1
n2)2(
cosh(πα(m))− cos(2πα(h0))
2π2
)]. (3.32)
Ignoring the overall infinity, we get
Z1−loop[m, h0] =
∏
α>0;α(m)6=0
[cosh(πα(m))− cos(2πα(h0))]. (3.33)
The partition function and the Wilson loop expectation value is given by
ZS
2×S1 =
∑
m
∫
TN−1
dh0△(m, h0)e2πikˆTr(mh0)Z1−loop[m, h0],
〈WR(CS1)〉 = 1
ZS2×S1
∑
m
∫
TN−1
dh0△(m, h0)e2πikˆTr(mh0)TrRe2πih0Z1−loop[m, h0]. (3.34)
TN−1 denotes the maximal torus of SU(N) and the integration over TN−1 is defined as∫
TN−1
dh0f(h0) :=
∫ 1
0
dx1 . . .
∫ 1
0
dxN−1f(x1, . . . , xN−1, xN )|xN=−∑N−1i=1 xi. (3.35)
The SU(N) character TrRe
2πih0 is given by
TrRe
2πih0 =
∑
λ∈ΛR
e2πiλ(h0) (3.36)
where ΛR denotes the set of weights (including multiplicities) of representation R. Any
element λ in h∗ (dual vector space of Cartan subalgebra h) can be written as
λ = λ1e1 + . . . λNeN ,
N∑
i=1
λi = 0. (3.37)
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Here {ei}i=1,...N is a complete set of h∗ defined by ei(h0) = xi. For integrable representation
R of SU(N) at level k, its highest weight λ = λ1e1+. . .+λNeN (λ1 ≥ λ2 . . . ≥ λN) satisfies
the condition λ1 − λN ≤ k. For any weight λ in ΛR, it satisfy
|λi| < k, λi − λj ∈ Z, for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3.38)
We will show that for these integrable representation R,∫
TN−1
dh0△(m, h0)e2πi(k+N)Tr(mh0)TrRe2πih0+πmZ1−loop[m, h0] = 0, if m 6= 0. (3.39)
The integrand can be written as sum of following terms
e2πi(c1x1+...+cNxN ), c1 + . . .+ cN = 0, ci − cj ∈ Z. (3.40)
Note that if we integrate these terms over TN−1, it vanishes unless c1 = . . . = cN = 0.
Therefore, if we expand the integrand as power series of z := e2πix1 only the zeroth power
of z contribute the integration. Let P [f(z)] be the set of powers of z in f(z). For example,
P [3 + 2e2πix1 + e−4πix1] = {0, 1,−2}. One can see that
P [e2πi(k+N)Tr(mh0)] = {m1(k +N)},
|P [TrRe2πih0+πm]| < k, if R is a integrable representation at level k.
|P [△(m, h0)Z1−loop[m, h0]]| ≤ N − 1. (3.41)
Here |S| < k means that |s| < k for any element s ∈ S. From these we can conclude that
the integration vanishes unless m1 = 0. These argument can be straightly extended to
other mi and we prove (3.39). Only the flat connections contribute the path integral. It
is expected from the fact that only the flat connections are the stationary points of pure
Chern-Simons action. For m = 0, △(m, h0) is nothing but the Haar measure on SU(N)
and Z1−loop[m, h0] = 1. Up to k independent overall constant,
ZS
2×S1 =
∫
SU(N)
dg = 1,
〈WR(CS1)〉 =
∫
SU(N)
dgχR(g) = δR,0. (3.42)
dg is the normalized Haar measure on SU(N). These coincide with the known results
(2.2).
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4 Localization : L(p, q)(p > 0) case
4.1 Comparison with S3 case
The lens spaces L(p, q) with p > 0 can be considered as a Zp quotient space of S
3. When
we represent S3 as |x|2 + |y|2 = 1, the generator e of the Zp acts on S3 as follows:
e · (x, y) = (exp(2πiq
p
)x, exp(
2πi
p
)y). (4.1)
We choose the metric of L(p, q) as the same one with usual metric for unit S3. Then the
Killing spinor equations for L(p, q) are the same with S3 case at least locally. Using the
same Killing spinor chosen in [4]4, which is constant spinor ǫ = (1, 0) in the left-invariant
frame, we apply the same localization procedure to the L(p, q) case. There are two main
differences in L(p, q) case from S3 case.
1. There are several discrete gauge inequivalent flat connections on L(p, q).
2. Spectrums of differential operators are different.
For S3 case, the supersymmetric Wilson loop along a great circle is invariant under the
killing spinor. More concretely, we choose a great circle parameterized as follows.
S(θ) := exp(iσ3θ) ∈ SU(2), 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. (4.2)
Here we use identification S3 = SU(2), see appendix A. For lens space cases, we consider
a Wilson loop along the curve Cp,q considered in the section 2. That is
Cp,q : π[{S(θ) : 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π|q|
p
)}]. (4.3)
Here π is the projection map from S3 to L(p, q). The Wilson loop is invariant under the
supersymmetry generated by the Killing spinor. In the next section, we follow each step
for localization in S3 case [4] and modify it suitably to the L(p, q) case.
4.2 Deformation and Saddle points
First, we choose a deformation term tδV as same one in [4].
δV = Tr
(1
2
F µνFµν +DµσD
µσ + (D + σ)2 + iλ†γµDµλ+ i[λ†, σ]λ− 1
2
λ†λ
)
. (4.4)
Saddle points satisfying δV = 0 are given by
Fµν = 0, Dµσ = 0, all other fields are vanishing. (4.5)
4As in the S2 × S1 case, we impose the boundary condition on spinor fileds such that the Killing
spinor satisfy the condition. See the last sentence in appendix A.
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For general 3 dimensional manifoldM , there are one-to-one correspondence between gauge
inequivalent flat connections and homomorphism H : π1(M)→ G up to conjugation. For
S3 the fundamental group is trivial and there’s only one flat connection, trivial one. On
the other hand, for lens space L(p, q) the fundamental group is Zp and there are several
discrete flat connections. The Zp can be identified with that in (4.1) in a natural way.
Suppose we choose the gauge group G as U(N). Then flat connections on the lens space
are labeled by diagonal matrices m satisfying
m = diagonal{m1, m2, . . . , mN}, p− 1 ≥ mi ≥ 0, m1 ≥ m2 ≥ . . . ≥ mN . (4.6)
The homomorphism H : Zp → U(N) for each m is determined by
H(e) = exp(−2πim
p
). (4.7)
For each choice of m, let the corresponding flat connection be Am. If we write the flat
connection as Am = −ig−1m dgm, then gm satisfies
gm
(
e · (x, y)) = exp(−2πim
p
)gm(x, y). (4.8)
Holonomy of the flat connection along the loop Cp,q is given by
TrRP exp(i
∮
Cp,q
Am) = TrR exp(−sign(q)2πim
p
). (4.9)
Here we use the fact that the loop Cp,q corresponds to e in π1(L(p, q)) = Zp for q > 0 and
to e−1 for q < 0. The first equation in (4.5) can be solved by choosing flat connection Am
and the remaining equation for σ can be solved by
dσ + [g−1m dgm, σ] = 0 ⇒ σ = g−1m σ0gm. (4.10)
Here σ0 is a constant hermitian matrix. Periodic boundary condition for σ requires σ0 to
commute with m.
σ
(
e · (x, y)) = σ(x, y) ⇒ [σ0, m] = 0. (4.11)
Thus saddle points are labeled by two commuting matrices (m, σ0). Values of classical
action (2.9) for the saddle points are (taking into account the quantum shift k → kˆ :=
k +N)
S0[m, σ0] = −πkˆ
p
Tr(σ20) +
πkˆq∗
p
Tr(m2). (4.12)
Here 0 ≤ q∗ ≤ p − 1 is determined by the equation qq∗ = 1(mod p). The second part
comes from the Chern-Simons action for flat connections (see the conjecture 5.6 in [11]
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and section 4.1 in [9])5. The classical value of supersymmetric Wilson loop along the Cp,q
is
WR(Cp,q)[m, σ0] = TrR exp[sign(q)
2π(qσ0 − im)
p
]. (4.13)
4.3 1-loop determinant
The quadratic expansion δV2 in (2.16) around the saddle points (σ0, m) is (after integrating
out D)
δV2 = Tr
(
D¯µAνD¯
µAν + D¯µσD¯
µσ + [Aµ, g
−1
m σ0gm]
2 + iλ†γµD¯µλ+ i[λ†, g−1σ0g]λ− 1
2
λ†λ
)
.
(4.14)
D¯µ is the covariant derivative with the flat connection Am. If we redefine all the adjoint
fields Φ as follows,
Φ→ g−1m Φgm, (4.15)
then δV2 simplifies as
δV2 = Tr(∂µAν∂
µAν + ∂µσ∂
µσ + [Aµ, σ0][A
µ, σ0] + iλ
†γµ∇µλ+ i[λ†, σ0]λ− 1
2
λ†λ).
(4.16)
In terms of newly defined fields the periodic boundary condition is modified as follows,
Φ(e · (x, y)) = exp(−2πim
p
)Φ(x, y) exp(
2πim
p
). (4.17)
Here we observe the well known exchange between flat connections and twisted boundary
conditions [15]. We expand adjoint fields by Φ = Φ0 + ΦαXα as in section 3. Then, the
boundary condition for each fields becomes
Φ0(e · (x, y)) = Φ0(x, y),
Φα(e · (x, y)) = exp(−2πiα(m)
p
)Φα(x, y). (4.18)
We choose Lorentz gauge for newly defined gauge fields, ∇µAµ = 0. The 1-loop determi-
nant for the quadratic expansion (4.16) is given by the same form in [4], that is
Z1−loop[σ0, m] =
∏
α
det(iγµ∇µ + iα(σ0)− 12)
det(∇2 + α(σ0)2)1/2 . (4.19)
5Due to (1.1), q dependence of the Chern-Simons action for flat connections depends on convention.
In our convention (4.1),(4.7), the classical action for the flat connections seems to be pikq
∗
p
Tr(m2). In this
choice the final partition function is consistent with (1.1).
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Here we ignore the fields which does not couple to σ0 or m. We also assume that σ0 is
in the Cartan subalgebra. The determinant are taken over divergenceless vector fields
(or spinor fields) on L(p, q) satisfying the boundary condition (4.18) for each α. These
spectra can be obtained from the spectra on S3 with proper quotient. We assign a U(1)Q
charge Q on two complex number (x, y) in (4.1) as follows
Q(x) = q, Q(y) = 1. (4.20)
Then a field Φ(x, y) with the U(1)Q charge Q satisfies the following:
Φ
(
e · (x, y)) = exp(2πiQ
p
)Φ(x, y). (4.21)
Therefore, only the spectrum on S3 with Q+α(m) ∈ pZ for each α satisfies the boundary
conditions (4.18). Spectrums on S3 and its U(1)Q charge are summarized in appendix A.
Using them the 1-loop determinant is given by
Z1−loop[σ0, m] =
∏
α
∏∞
l=0[−l + iα(σ0)− 2][(−
l+2
2
, l
2
),(− l
2
, l
2
)]α
∏∞
l=1[l + iα(σ0)]
[(− l
2
, l−2
2
),(− l
2
, l
2
)]α∏∞
l=0[(l + 2)
2 + α(σ0)2]
1
2
[(− l+2
2
, l+2
2
),(− l
2
, l
2
)]α+
1
2
[(− l
2
, l
2
),(− l+1
2
, l+2
2
)]α
.
(4.22)
where [(j1, j2), (r1, r2)]α denotes the number of multiple of p among {(q− 1)j− (q+1)r+
α(m)}r=r1,r1+1,...,r2j=j1,j1+1,...,j2 . Up to sign the 1-loop determinant is simplified as
Z1−loop[σ0, m] (4.23)
=
∏
α
(
[1 + iα(σ0)]
[(− 1
2
,− 1
2
),(− 1
2
, 1
2
)]α
∞∏
l=0
[l + 2 + iα(σ0)]
Aα [l + 2− iα(σ0)]Bα
)
,
=
∏
α>0
(
[1 + iα(σ0)]
[(− 1
2
, 1
2
),(− 1
2
, 1
2
)]α
∞∏
l=0
[l + 2 + iα(σ0)]
Aα+B−α[l + 2− iα(σ0)]A−α+Bα
)
,
=
∏
α>0
(
[1 + iα(σ0)]
[(− 1
2
, 1
2
),(− 1
2
, 1
2
)]α
∞∏
l=0;l+2±α(m)∈pZ
[l + 2± iα(σ0)]
∞∏
l=0;q(l+2)∓α(m)∈pZ
[l + 2± iα(σ0)]
)
,
=
∏
α>0
( ∞∏
n=1
(pn)4
)
(
p
π
)2
sinh[π(α(σ0)+iα(m))
p
] sinh[π(α(σ0)−iα(m)
♯)
p
]
(α(σ0)2)
δα(m),0
. (4.24)
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Here Aα, Bα represent
Aα := [(− l + 2
2
,
l
2
), (− l + 2
2
,
l + 2
2
)]α − 1
2
(
[(− l + 2
2
,
l + 2
2
), (− l
2
,
l
2
)]α + [(− l
2
,
l
2
), (− l + 2
2
,
l + 2
2
)]α
)
,
Bα := [(− l + 2
2
,
l
2
), (− l
2
,
l
2
)]α − 1
2
(
[(− l + 2
2
,
l + 2
2
), (− l
2
,
l
2
)]α + [(− l
2
,
l
2
), (− l + 2
2
,
l + 2
2
)]α
)
,
Aα +B−α = [(− l + 2
2
,− l + 2
2
), (
l + 2
2
,
l + 2
2
)]α + [(− l + 2
2
,− l + 2
2
), (− l + 2
2
,− l + 2
2
)]α.
(4.25)
The condition q(l + 2) ± α(m) ∈ pZ can be solved by l + 2 = pZ ∓ α(m)♯. An integer
0 ≤ x♯ ≤ p− 1 is uniquely determined by the equation
qx♯ − x ∈ pZ. (4.26)
Ignoring the overall infinity, the 1-loop determinant (including unfixed sign ǫ(m)) becomes
Z1−loop[σ0, m] = ǫ(m)
∏
α>0
sinh[π(α(σ0)+iα(m))
p
] sinh[π(α(σ0)−iα(m)
♯)
p
]
(α(σ0)2)
δα(m),0
(4.27)
For G = U(N) roots αij are labeled by two integers i 6= j.
αij(σ0) = λi − λj , σ0 = diagnal(λ1 . . . λN). (4.28)
We choose positive roots as αij with i < j. The partition function is given by Z
L(p,q)(k) :=∑
m Z
L(p,q)(k,m) where
ZL(p,q)(k,m) =
∫
dσ0 exp(iS0[σ0, m])Z1−loop[σ0, m],
= ǫ(m)
∫
dNλe−i
πkˆ
p
∑
i(λ
2
i−q∗m2i )
∏
α>0
sinh[
π(α · σ0 + iα ·m)
p
] sinh[
π(α · σ0 − (α ·m)♯)
p
],
= ǫ(m)ǫ′(m)
∫
dNλe−i
πkˆ
p
∑
i(λ
2
i−q∗m2i )
∏
α>0
sinh[
πα · (σ0 + im)
p
] sinh[
πα · (σ0 − iq∗m)
p
].
(4.29)
We integrate σ0 with Vandermonde measure on the broken symmetry H(m) ∈ U(N) by
the holonomy, [H(m), m] = 0.
dσ0 =
∫
dNλ
∏
i<j;mi=mj
(λi − λj)2. (4.30)
To understand this measure, consider N = 2 case for simplicity. If m1 = m2, σ0 can be
an arbitrary 2 × 2 hermitian matrix and we must integrate over all of them. Since the
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integrand is invariant under the adjoint action of U(2) on σ0, we can replace the integral
by an integral over a Cartan subalgebra σ0 = diagonal(λ1, λ2) with additional measure
(λ1−λ2)2. The situation is different when m1 6= m2. In that case σ0 must be a Cartan to
commute with m and thus we integrate over a Cartan subalgebra without any additional
measure.
In the last line in (4.29), we use the fact that q∗x− x♯ ∈ pZ. Although we can’t prove it
explicitly, we will assume that ǫ(m)ǫ′(m) = 1. For q = 1 case, it can be easily shown that
ǫ(m) = ǫ(m′) = 1 and thus our assumption is correct. Under the assumption, we find
exact match between (4.29) and the known results (2.7) up to irrelevant overall contant
taking account of (1.1). For Wilson loop along the loop Cp,q, we have
〈WR(Cp,q)〉 = 1
ZL(p,q)
∑
m
∫
dNλe−i
πkˆ
p
∑
i(λ
2
i−q∗m2i )TrR exp[sign(q)
2π(qσ0 − im)
p
]
×
∏
α>0
sinh[
πα · (σ0 + im)
p
] sinh[
πα · (σ0 − iq∗m)
p
]. (4.31)
For q = −1, it matches with known results (2.8).
5 Discussion
In this paper, we apply the localization technique used in [4] to Chern-Simons theory on
more general manifolds than S3. Our result is in a good agreement with known results
which are obtained in different ways. There haver been several attempts to calculate
invariants of Chern-Simons theory by path integral approach [16, 17, 18, 19]. Our lo-
calization method is relatively new path integral approach to Chern-Simons theories and
may give new insights on topology of three dimensional manifold. When calculating an
one-loop determinant, we use the knowledge on spectrums of some differential operators.
This may give some hints on the relation between spectrums of differential operators and
topology of the manifold. In S2 × S1 case, from the fact that the classical action S0 for
the saddle points with flat gauge connection is zero we can easily conclude that Wilson
loop expectation value and partition function do not depends on k. The property is
closely related to the fact that ǫ is not proportional to ǫ′ in the Killing spinor equations,
∇µǫ = γµǫ′. From these observations, one may obtain some interesting mathematical
results relating properties of Killing spinor on a manifold and topology of the space. We
consider S2 × S1 and other lens spaces separately because our approach to the two cases
are different. Our approach to S2 × S1 may be generalized to Σg × S1 as in [16] where
Σg is a Riemann surface with genus g. On the other hand, our approach to the lens
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spaces with p > 0 can be generalized to the more general spaces which can be obtained
by discrete quotient of simpler space. Difficult thing in applying the localization method
to more general manifolds is that we need many additional structures (metric and Killing
spinor) to topological spaces. We are wondering weather there are any systematic way of
giving these structures to three manifolds from it surgery description.
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A Spectrum of vector Laplcian and Dirac operator
on S3 and its U(1)Q charge
S3 can be considered as a group manifold SU(2).(
x y
−y¯ x¯
)
∈ SU(2), |x|2 + |y|2 = 1. (A.1)
Functions on S3 can be decomposed into irreducible representation of SU(2)L × SU(2)R.
∑
l≥0
[(lL, lR) = (
l
2
,
l
2
)] (A.2)
Generators (~L, ~R) of SU(2)L × SU(2)R are given by
L+ = x∂y − y¯∂x¯, L− = y∂x − x¯∂y¯,
L3 =
1
2
x∂x − 1
2
y∂y − 1
2
x¯∂x¯ +
1
2
y¯∂y¯,
R+ = y¯∂x − x¯∂y, R− = −y∂x¯ + x∂y¯,
R3 = −1
2
x∂x − 1
2
y∂y +
1
2
x¯∂x¯ +
1
2
y¯∂y¯. (A.3)
Here L± := L1 ± iL2 and others are defined in a similar way. Divergenceless vector fields
on S3 is decomposed as
∑
l≥0
[(jL, lR) = (
l
2
+ 1,
l
2
)]⊕ [(jL, lR) = ( l
2
,
l
2
+ 1)] (A.4)
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jL denotes the total angular momentum ~JL = ~L+ ~Sv. Expanding a vector field ~V on S
3
in terms of left invariant vector fields ~V = V ili(li := 2iLi), spin operator ~Sv acts on the
vector indices (S = 1), (Siv · ~V )j := −iǫij kV k. (Hodge) Laplacian on divergenceless vector
fields is given by
∇2 = 4~L · ~L+ 4~L · ~Sv + 4. (A.5)
Thus the spectrum of the operator is given by {(l+2)2}l=1,2,... with degeneracy 2(l+1)(l+
3). Dirac operator in the left invariant frame {li} is given by
iγµ∇µ = −4~L · ~Ss − 3
2
, (A.6)
where the spin operator ~Ss acts on the spinor indices (S =
1
2
), Sis := γ
i/2. Thus eigen
spinor of dirac operator is decomposed as∑
l≥0
[(jL, lR) = (
l + 1
2
,
l
2
)]⊕ [(jL, lR) = ( l
2
,
l + 1
2
)]. (A.7)
The eigenvalues are −l− 3
2
and l+ 3
2
with degeneracy (l+ 1)(l+ 2) for each. The Killing
spinor considered in [4] corresponds to |jL = 12 , lR = 0; (jL)z = 12 , (lR)z = 0〉.
Now let’s find the U(1)Q charge for each spectrum. Note that
Q[L±] = Q[(Sv)±] = Q[(Ss)±] = ±(q − 1), Q(R±) = ∓(q + 1). (A.8)
The charge of L±, R± can be easily read from the explicit form (A.3). Using the fact
Q[|(sv)z = ±1〉 = 1√2(li± il2)] = ±(q− 1) and Q[|(sv)z = 0〉 = l3] = 0, the charge of (Sv)±
is determined. The connection between vector and bilinear of spinor determine the charge
of (Ss)±. From (A.8) the charge for divergenceless vector fields in [(jL, lR)] is given by
Q = (q − 1)(jL)z − (q + 1)(lR)z (A.9)
Similarly, the charge for the spinor in [jL, lR] is
Q = (q − 1)((jL)z − 1
2
)− (q + 1)(lR)z. (A.10)
We assign the U(1) charge zero to |(ss)z = 12〉 so that the Killing spinor is invariant under
the Zp ∈ U(1)Q.
B Monopole Harmonics on S2
In this section, we summarize some relevant facts on monopole (scalar, vector, spinor)
harmonics. See [14, 20] for more details. Scalar monopole harmonics Yqjm, (j = |q|, |q|+
1, . . . and m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j − 1, j) satisfies
D¯iD¯
iYqjm = −(j(j + 1)− q2)Yqjm. (B.1)
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Here D¯i is the covariant derivative on S
2 in monopole background with charge q. From
dirac quantization condition, charge q takes a half-integer value. Vector monopole har-
monics ~C±qjm on S
2 are
~C+qjm, j = |q| − 1(for q ≥ 1), |q|, . . . , (B.2)
~C−qjm, j = |q|+ 1, |q|+ 2, . . . , (B.3)
These satisfy
~¯D · ~C±qjm = s±Yqjm(j ≥ |q|+ 1), ~¯D · ~C+qjm = s+Yqjm(j = |q|), ~¯D · ~C+qjm = 0(j = |q| − 1),
D¯1(C
±
qjm)2 − D¯2(C±qjm)1 = ∓s±Yqjm(j ≥ |q|+ 1),
D¯1(C
+
qjm)2 − D¯2(C+qjm)1 = −s+Yqjm(j = |q| − 1, |q|). (B.4)
Here 1, 2 denote vielbein indices of the S2. s± is defined by
s± :=
√
j(j + 1)− q2 ± |q|
2
. (B.5)
Vector fields ~Vqjm satisfying
~¯D · ~Vqjm = 0 are
~Vqjm = a+ ~C
+
qjm + a− ~C
−
qjm, j ≥ |q|+ 1,
~Vqjm = ~C
+
qjm, j = |q| − 1. (B.6)
Here a± are uniquely determined by the equations (with the condition a+ ≥ 0)
a+s+ + a−s− = 0, (a+)2 + (a−)2 = 1. (B.7)
They satisfy
D¯1(Vqjm)2 − D¯2(Vqjm)1 = κqjYqjm, j ≥ |q|+ 1,
D¯1(Vqjm)2 − D¯2(Vqjm)1 = 0, j = |q| − 1. (B.8)
Here κqj is
κqj :=
√
(j(j + 1)− q2)2 − q2√
j(j + 1)− q2 . (B.9)
23
Eigenspinor Ψ±qjm,Ψ
0
qjm of the Dirac operator on a unit two sphere in the monopole back-
ground is given by (i = 1, 2 is the vielbein indices for S2)
iγiD¯iΨ
±
qjm = ±µjqΨ±qjm, j = |q|+
1
2
, |q|+ 3
2
. . . ,
iγiD¯iΨ
0
qjm = 0, j = |q| −
1
2
, (B.10)
with µjq :=
1
2
√
(2j + 1)2 − 4q2. They satisfy
γ3Ψ±qjm = Ψ
∓
qjm,
γ3Ψ0qjm = sign(q)Ψ
0
qjm. (B.11)
Here γ3 is given by γ1γ2 = iγ3.
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